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New Year is a time to remember the past and to look forward. At the closing day of
2018, we invite readers to join us in reflections about history's events. In 2019 we
shall be exploring the future and credible ways forward for our civilisation.
The Sun shown from a cloudless sky through the trees at Ridley, Kent. On December 28, the Sun remained low in
the afternoon sky, but it was already in its climb back towards the longer days.

Editorial. Martin Heath.

2018 saw a centenary commemoration and
a half-century anniversary – both of which
invite us to think about the past and
future.
The centenary of WWI ran from 1914 to 1980. In 2014,
visible far across London and its surroundings, a giant beam
formed by 49 searchlights created a spectacle that was, as
some enthused, “like something out of science fiction.” It
attracted not only huge numbers of moths, but human
visitors, who swarmed into Victoria Tower Gardens, beside
London's Houses of Parliament to wander among the beams
or sit on the grass and enjoy something of a carnival
atmosphere. The occasion, however, was no celebration but
a commemoration. It marked the centenary of the United
Kingdom entering the First World War on August 4, 1914.
The Spectra installation by artist Ryohji Ikeda was inspired
by a forlorn utterance by the then Foreign Secretary Sir
Edward Grey that “the lamps are going out all over Europe,
we shall not see them lit again in our life-time.” The
display continued from dusk to dawn for seven days from
the fourth, reminding Londoners of struggle, tragedy and
heroism, now a century behind us. We must hope that
policy-makers and everyone concerned about the future of
our world asked themselves searching questions about the
instabilities and implications of human societies.
Let us put our present, pivotal moment in the history of our
species into a broader perspective. One way to highlight this
is to consider the pace of change in terms of consecutive
human life-times. Traditionally, a healthy life-time has been
taken as 80 years (Psalm 90:10 ). The Holocene, the
warmer episode in which we are now living, and which
followed the last ice age, began about 11.7 thousand years
ago. This was roughly 150 human life-times. Civilisations
and the written word, appeared around 5,500 years ago,
about 70 life-times.
Close by, across the road from Victoria Tower Gardens, sits
Westminster Abbey. The Christian era began about 25 lifetimes ago, and it has comprised the last one third of
civilisation's history. Tradition puts a church on the site of
the Abbey in the 7th C – some 17.5 life-times ago. The
present building was begun in 1245 under Henry III, less
than 10 life-times ago.
In the grounds of the Gardens is the Buxton memorial to the
1833 Slavery Abolition Act - passed no more than two and
quarter life-times ago. Shortly afterwards, in 1834, the
Houses of Parliament were largely destroyed in an
accidental fire and the construction of the building now
familiar throughout the world began in 1840.
Top: The tower of light, shining high into the atmosphere, dwarfs tall
buildings in this view from Sydenham Hill, South London. Below: the
installation in Victoria Tower Gardens.

For those of us concerned with current global environmental
threats we cannot fully understand events in a vacuum. Warfare
cannot be ignored, not least because it illustrates our human
propensity for huge, self-inflicted catastrophes, with mortalities
escalating to the scale of populations of entire nations and
beyond. This description is familiar to the environmentalist.
Human-caused climate change is part of the bigger human
picture, that is, it is part of our socio-biology. To understand
Homo sapiens is tough because we are all fundamentally biased
about ourselves (whatever we may like to imagine). All we can
claim to do here is to invite readers to join us in pondering the
past and of ways to create a better future for our species.
Behind us lie two world wars (with numerous other more
regional conflicts). The first World War began only one and a
quarter life-times ago. Although it may seem, particularly to
younger readers, like some far distant era, it is worth
remembering that it was just one and a quarter lifetimes ago
that Europe and its allies throughout the world were caught up
in a vast and hideous convulsion which inflicted 16 million
fatalities and became known to history initially as the Great War,
but later, as the First World War (1914-1918). It promoted
mechanised warfare.The prospect of another great war was a Sword of Damocles
hanging over Europe. In his The Road To Wigan Pier, published in
1937, George Orwell (Eric Arthur Blair; 1903-1950) decided:
“For some time past it has been fashionable to say that war is
presently going to 'wreck civilization' altogether, but, though
the next full-sized war will certainly be horrible enough to
make all previous ones seem a joke, it is immensely unlikely
that it will put a stop to mechanical progress. . . . no war is
thinkable which would wipe out industrialization in all
countries simultaneously.”
The Second World War (1939-1945) arrived just two decades
later. Some of the world's most civilised countries were over-run
by marauding armies; atrocities and genocide took place on a
vast scale. This war saw 60 million fatalities. To grasp the
acceleration of human capabilities, we may remind ourselves
that some of those born as the cannons fell silent in the
American Civil War would have lived into a very different era,
and could have heard on the radio of the devastating nuclear
weapons dropped from aircraft on Hiroshima and Nagasaki,
and which brought the final end of World War II.
The use of nuclear weapons ushered in a fraught age of nuclear
stand-off between east and west. The Cold War ended in the
1990s, but east-west tensions are presently growing once again
and several regions around the world are simmering as potential
flashpoints from which, if diplomacy fails, major conflict may
escalate. Be that as it may, the events leading up to WWII and
onwards to the present day, comprising the last human life-time
have seen civilisation transformed.
Tank warfare at Vimy, April 1917 Canada. Dept. of National Defence. British Vickers machine
gun. Battle of Menin Road Ridge. Sept. 21, 1917. Ernest Brooks. Imperial War Museum. The Blitz,
London, 1941. U.S. National Archives and Records Administration. Planes and USS
Washington heading to Gilbert Islands. Nov. 12, 1943. U.S. Navy National Museum of Naval
Aviation. Nuclear bomb. Nagasaki, Japan. August 9, 1945. Charles Levy. U.S. National Archives
and Records Administration. All images Public Domain.

The ever-increasing pace of technological revolution has
made this a life-time unlike anything in previous human
history. Society has been transformed by jet aircraft, space
travel, satellites for communication and Earth observation,
microelectronics, electronic computers appeared, became
domestic items and exploded in their information
processing potential, commonplace TV and, with the
discovery of the structure and role of nucleic acids in
heredity, the nascent science of bioengineering. We now
take for granted one of the defining features of our era,
namely our ability to see our world from space and to see it
as the finite object that it is.
At the same time our demands upon natural resources have
risen. This is in part because the developed world has
aspired to greater affluence and in part because the global
human population has exploded. It soared from around 1
billion around 1800 (2.7 lifetimes ago) to 1.7 billion around
1900 (1.4 lifetimes ago), passing 3 billion about 1960 (0.68
lifetime ago) and 7.7 billion in December 2018 (UN
estimate). The last human lifetime has witnessed an
expansion of population by a factor of more than three.
Despite international efforts, a report out on Dec. 5, 2018
from the Global Carbon Project warned that the global
output of CO2 will reach record levels this year.
December 2018 saw another historic milestone reminding
us that our technological advances, ironically, accompany
our deadly inabilities in other areas. 50 years ago, NASA
astronauts (Frank F. Borman II, James A. Lovell Jr, and
William A. Anders) became the first members of our species
to leave the Earth and enter orbit around our Moon. Apollo
8 was launched on Dec.21, 1968 and entered orbit on Dec.
24. The crew began the journey home on Dec. 25 and their
capsule was recovered successfully from the Pacific Ocean
on Dec. 27. The images at left are two Apollo 8 photographs
of the Earth and Moon. Such spectacular images of the
Earth played a major role in encouraging the environmental
movement.

On Nov. 1, 2018, NASA's new (presently unmanned) Orion capsule was recovered from the Ocean - arousing
nostalgia and excitement, for America's astronauts to return to space.

Seasons in South East England

November 2018
The clouded agaric (Clitocybe nebularis) among the fallen leaves of autumn. Here
conclude our summary of autumn, which the Met Office takes as the end of
November. A woodland in the area of Kingsdown, Kent. Nov. 16, 2018.

Warmest region of the UK.
Above: Nov. 3. Hartley Kent. Traveller's joy
(Clematis vitalba) and autumnal trees.
Left: On Nov. 2, the waning Moon in the
early afternoon sky. Below: The month saw
three annual events. Saturday, November 3
was convenient for the Nov. 5, Firework
Night (New Ash Green). Halloween is
followed by All Soul's Day on the first of
November (event at Kings College London,
on Nov. 6). Remembrance Day is held on
November 11, Armistice Day on November
1918. 2018 was the Centenary of end of
the First World War. A special event was
held in Hartley. This picture was taken on
the evening of Nov. 10.

The provisional UK mean temperature was
7.3oC, which is 1.1oC above the 1981-2010 longterm average. England's mean was 7.9 oC (1.1oC
above the norm), and England SE & Central S
was the warmest in the UK at 8.4 oC, which was
1.0oC.
The UK's maximum temperature of 18.3 oC was
recorded at Otterbourne (Hampshire) on
November 5. The same day saw the warmest
temperature at Heathrow in Greater London
over 16oC. The UK's lost temperature was in our
region South Newington (Oxfordshire) at -6.7 oC.
This was on Oct. 22, when Heathrow in Greater
London
also
experienced
its
minimum
temperature, approaching 1.0oC. It was a wet
month in this area. The wettest days at Heathrow
in Greater London were Nov. 7 (9 mm), Nov. 10 (19
mm) and Nov. 20 (9 mm).
Above and upper right. Woods in the area of
Hartley. Nov. 11. Rainfall on Nov. 12 in West Kent.
A waxing Moon caught above storm clouds over
South London on the afternoon of Nov. 12. The
Full Moon peered through clouds on Nov. 22.

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk/
summaries/2018/november/regional-values
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk/
summaries/2018/november

Above, left: Candlesnuff fungus (Xylaria hypoxylon) on
decaying wood is most commonly found in the autumn
and winter. Woodland near West Kingsdown. Nov. 26,
2018. Above, right: A misty day on Nov. 16, 2018. Ash,
Kent. Right: A wood in a hill about Hartley. Nov. 16,
2018. Below: A web glinting in street lamps in the mist.
Early morning of Nov. 16; New Ask Green, Kent. Snow
falling on Nov. 20. Woodland near West Kingsdown,
Kent Nov. 26, 2018.
Monthly means for SE and central S England. Max.
temp.: 11.5oC (0.8oC); min. temp.: 5.3oC (1.1oC). Hours
of sunshine: 74.7 (105%). Rain: 114.6 mm (131%).
Anomalies re. 1981-2010 norm in brackets. Data
obtained from Met Office on-line monthly reports.
Heathrow data is obtained from WeatherOnline.

Global climate: The fifth
warmest November (tied with
2004 and 2016) on record.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (USA) estimates that:
“Averaged as a whole, the November
2018 global land and ocean average
surface temperature tied with 2004 and
2016 as the fifth highest November
temperature since global records began
in 1880 at 0.75°C . . . above the 20th
century average. November 2015 is the
warmest November with a global land
and ocean temperature at 0.96°C . . .
above the 20th century average.
November 2018 also marks 42nd
consecutive November and the 407th
consecutive month with temperatures,
at least nominally, above the 20th
century average.”

Source: NOAA National Climatic Data Center, State of the Climate: Global Analysis for November
2018. Published online. Data is provisional. All the anomalies quoted are positive. Readers can obtain
further information from NOAA: https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/global/201811
The image at above left was taken by the Deep Space Climate Observatory (NASA/NOAA) space craft in
the middle of the month at November 15, 2018. 11:34:12 GMT.
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